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Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) n automated system developed by Pancheri et al. in
1980. It is built on the fact that the prefrontal cortex connects to the regional brainstem and reticular

formation (MRS) and the entorhinal cortex. While the MMPI can classify subjects as anxious or depressed,
its main difference from other scales is how basic information is processedâ€”through arousal and

inhibition. This can be done, for example, on the so-called "emotional map" - and the MMPII experience
helps to identify this excitation and inhibition. MMP II can also classify the corresponding emotions - for

example, fear if he is running. One of the most important findings is that there is no most possible value for
experience. Unlike how other scales work, MMP has the ability to analyze many aspects that are often

missing in others, use datasets or databases to characterize a person as "good" and "bad". Using the MMP
(and other scaling and cognitive tests) in combination with other scales, it has been observed that in

psychopathologically healthy subjects, the average score of six people on the experience of MMP n is
achieved in less than half an hour. Many physicians and psychologists believe that MMPn may be useful in

diagnosing psychoses. Similarities and differences between MMP and other scale tests MMP and other scale
tests are similar. They use the same or similar methods of stimulation: counting words or multi-digit

numbers, their summing up item count, program, etc. Both MMP and other tests measure the same baseline.
The similar processes that underlie these methods, such as processing and interpreting content, are identical.

In addition, they are similar in the sense that they can be used to classify states that share common
characteristics. General characteristics The general characteristics of MMP are constantly changing: Level

of education: from average to very high; Levels of motivation and integration into the personality: from low
to very low; The pace of execution and type of organization: from slow to fast; Memory: from instantaneous
(for example, transferring the content of one situation to another when solving problems) to long-term; Self
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